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18 degrees Virgo

The Angels
of
Architecture And Structural Engineering
Also known as
The Angels
of

Tigrapho
Beloved,

The art of divine structural engineering
has been under our care from the earliest beginning.
We instruct people on how to dwell.

We protect all builders and architects on earth
that desire the highest good of all, including the earth and waters,
and inspire them with brilliant and ingenious designs.

We help with designing highways, river basins, water
works, and
anything at all that requires structural engineering
that works in harmony with laws of nature
and the fulfillment of people's longing for beauty.
We inspire beautiful technology
that sustains resources and the sacredness of life.
At present the heavenly host of Tigrapho are inspiring
structural
designs to withstand all weather conditions,
even earthquakes and floods.
These designs blend in with natural topographies.

We inspire human habitations that support and
enhance natural wilderness.
We inspire habitations that encourage ecosystems and
wildlife,
and utilize local resources
in creative, beautiful, and sustainable ways.
Because it is healthful on all levels of being
to live in naturally shaped spaces that are extensions of nature
itself,
we often inspire shapes other than boxes for living.

We are inspiring designs
that enhance naturally occurring flow paths of energy.

The Children of Light are being inspired to build structures out of
shapes
that create healthful harmonics
and enhance the natural flow of life force of the land.

Vitality of the occupants is increased.
Acoustics are enhanced.

We promote, with the help of other orders of heavenly
hosts,
the understanding of the role of sacred geometry,
in particular the phi ratio,
as it applies to structures and forms.
The human body is built according to the phi ratio
and structures that reflect this ratio
embody important life giving frequencies and principles of
spirituality.
We inspired the ancient understanding of earth Chi [energy],
so that it is utilized with roads and pathways,
village layouts and overall designs of structures, and common areas
to promote lovely and exciting, healthful and magical, flowing
energies.

Many roads and structures presently in existence
will be changed or replaced,
with such beautiful and sensitive artwork as can hardly be
imagined.
Remember it was spoken,
“Except ye be as little children, ye shall in no wise enter the
kingdom of heaven.”

With the imagination of a happy creative child,
dream of beautiful structures
that fire the soul into bliss.
Playful and creative environments are important to spiritual
development and happiness.

“On earth as it is in heaven.”
As bankers, lawmakers, architects, engineers, and others attune to
our inspiration and divine virtues,

day to day living on earth flows with emotions of
delight, happiness and joy.
The soul must have beauty to thrive and survive.

The more profound and natural the beauty, the more profound and
natural the results.

We inspire families to have small plots of land large
enough to sustain their needs,
approximately two and a half acres.
On this amount of land,

there is room enough for food, flowers, and a small
stand of hardwoods
to protect against wind and promote wildlife.
Personal food grown with love is much more nutritious than
commercial food.
Fences will be reinvented, such as living hedges that need no
repair.

Animals now lovingly live with people in sacredness
according to the original divine blueprints of heaven.

Close the eyes.
Dream!
Ask for our divine inspirations!
See! Deserts can be made to bloom.
Forests and ecosystems thrive.
Such love and utility, supporting all life in beauty.
Just the act of closing your eyes and praying for our help,
starts a great cascading series of events on the inner and the outer
worlds.

Take the time and dare.

When you open your eyes, look around at your space.
Any space can be changed.
Even small easy changes can make a huge difference in frequency
through high inspiration and the longing for beauty.
What fantastic new ideas can you imagine in your surroundings?
Be brave, dare, and take action.
Even little changes bring great rewards to overall energies of any
space.
Study nature to understand the concepts of energy flow, meaning,
and space.

Take matters into your own hands to define your living areas.
For example, on the short term even a simple act of hanging
inexpensive
lengths of beautiful cloths over walls to add softness, color, and
texture, shifts energy in rooms.

Visualize attaching yards of cloth to the middle of the room in the
ceiling,
draping it softly to the walls like a tent canopy, and allowing the
cloths to hang down to the floor.
Now the shape of the room is no longer a box.
Find a plant, add a fountain, install a wind chime that rings when
the door is opened.
Play soft music.
Place beautiful soft pillows that welcome relaxation and comfort.
Dare to be different.
Discover and birth the divine artist that lives within your spirit and
soul!
No two people are alike, and for the purpose of enlightenment,
it is important
that your living quarters reflect your own unique individuality.
Follow inner guidance.
Take time and learn what works for you.
Do what makes your journey to spiritual perfection come alive in
your personal and collective physical living spaces.
Communicate, share and pray in sacredness with co-workers, family,
friends and neighbors.
What can be done to bring beauty, fantasy and imagination to
shared common spaces?
Imagine yourself as children.
What would make your own home and surrounding areas fun and
stimulating to imaginations and joy?
On the short term, generously well-endowed islands of trees and
beautiful shrubs
can be easily installed in the middle of existing grassy or paved
areas.
Uncap springs and uncover waterways to restore their undulating
flow patterns.

Water is healing and powerful.
In heaven on earth, water places are natural centerpieces for urban
tranquility and wildlife.
We are doing it together.

We are bringing heaven to earth!!!
We are the Angels of Tigrapho.
The heavenly hosts of Architects and Structural Engineers.
MIRACLES

T-I-G-R-A-P-H-O
T… The sound of the letter T in the ancient language is the divine
virtue of high inspiration with all the legal matters of this
principle.
In the intellect, this virtue awakens remarkable inventive faculties
and memory.
I…The sound of this letter is the virtue of cause and effect, which is
the karma law. On the mental level, this is analogous to memory,
remembrance and conscience. In the emotional body, this
corresponds to the
astral/physical matrix, which is the connection between emotional
and
physical form, with all of its functions. On the material world,
everything that has shape, measure, number and weight can be
understood
and mastered with this virtue.
The color of this virtue is light opal, the musical note is G, the
element is earth so it has the sensation of weight, and the left
kidney
is created by this oscillation.

G… The sound of this letter is the sound of the virtue of divine
grace
and mercy. In the physical world this virtue represents all phases of
riches and wealth, of happiness and satisfaction.
By this virtue Divine Providence has created abundance and, like
the
Creator, a child of God may also bring about, for him or her self or
other people, abundance in everything, should that be desired. On
an
emotional level this virtue gives the feeling of happiness, of
complete
satisfaction.Situations may be created by means of the elements and
the
will and emotions causing success and wealth in the world that is
for
the highest good of all concerned. In the mind, this virtue gives the
experience of peacefulness, and the faculty of giving true divine
blessing.
The color is deep grass green, like an emerald.The musical note is
F.
The element is water, so feel it with the sensation of chill turning to
iciness. See it shining as a tiny sun in the abdomen. The left eye is
formed from this virtue.

R… This is the virtue of independence and freedom. After learning
the
virtues associated with the letters of the alphabet in order starting
with A, by the time you reach the letter R you have achieved a state
of
maturity by which your feeling of independence has been
transformed into
an absolute state of security and unimpeachability. This is because
you are united in consciousness with Divine Mind.
“I and the Father are One.”
Meditating on this virtue enlivens the mind to a state of
genius.
Mentally, you will have an eminent mind and the feeling of
freedom of will and action. Not only this, but also the state of
maturity in which you will never violate a law, having yourself
become a
master of all laws. In spite of your freedom of will, you will find
yourself willing to subject yourself freely to Divine Providence, and
accept missions to serve Divine Providence with deep humility,
immense
gratitude and the highest devotion without losing your feeling of
absolute freedom of will in any way.Such great ingenuity will
proceed
from this that you will be able to comprehend any knowledge
quickly and
without difficulty.
The color of this virtue is gold, the musical note is C, the element is
earth so it is felt with a sensation of weight and the left side of the
nose is formed from it.
A…The highest wisdom and enlightenment. This sound [a soft a like
a
sigh—ahhhhh] and virtue is an initiation into the highest wisdom
and the
purity of all ideas in existence.This has as a fundamental feature the
enlightened mind. Reasoning, perception, the cognition of the most
profound truths, highest knowledge, high intelligence, and the
arousing
of all intellectual faculties are expressed. Musical gifts, eloquence,
poetic talent, and clairvoyance, clairaudience, the art of levitation,
and the control of the air element and its beings are all aroused by
this initiation. On the physical plane the command of the beings of
the
air, control over storms, are all made possible by initiation into the

highest wisdom.

The color of wisdom and enlightenment is light blue, the musical
note
is G, the element is air so it has the sensation of ease, and the lungs
are formed from it.

Then pronounced umlaut A, ae… control over destructive passion
and
negative beings is gained through the ability to release, to let go,
whatever is no longer in harmony.
Freedom from clinging to old
imperfect paradigms, values, and possessions is
attained.Transformation
of reality on all levels is mastered through releasing whatever is
imperfect back to Divine Being for transformation into another
state.
The color is loamy brown, the musical note is C.The element is
earth
and has the sensation of weight.The anus is formed from this
virtue.

P… This sound is the virtue of the longing for perfection and the
highest spiritual realization. By meditating on this virtue, a child of
God awakens increased longing for unification with the basic divine
virtues. The deeper and the more frequent the seeker is penetrated
by this virtue, the deeper will be the feeling of humility, and it is in
this state that is found the greatest and most powerful proximity of
divine majesty, of Divine Providence.
This virtue is dark grey, and has the musical note of B.Since it is the
earth element, it has the sensation of weight.The right side of the
nose
was formed from this virtue.The desire for perfection is the cause
behind learning how to create effects in the akasha through will,
intellect, emotion, and action.
H… This letter symbolizes the Power of the Word.
In fourfold whole brain thinking, the WILL of a divine virtue is held
in the pure being of Delta
brainwaves, the CONCEPT AND MEANING of a divine virtue is held
in the
deep inward thought of Theta brainwaves, the EMOTIONS of a
divine virtue
is held in emotion of Alpha brainwaves, and the SENSATION,
COLOR,
MUSICAL NOTE, SOUND, AND RELEVANT BODY PART is held in the
five senses,
memory, and logic of Beta brainwaves.
By using this technique to utter
words, each one of which is made up of letters that have divine
virtues
associated with them, creativity of the highest order occurs.
The letter H has a silvery violet color, is the fire element of will
and has the sensation of warmth and fire, has the musical note of A,
and
is the virtue by which the right arm of every child of God is created.
umlaut O, eu… Cognition brought about by love divine enables a
Child of
Light to transform anything.
Umlaut O is dark orange, has the musical note of D-sharp, is the

element of akashic-earth which has the sensation of weight
penetrating
everything.The ovaries and testicles are formed from this virtue of
the
profound cognition brought about by Love Divine. In healing, heal
the
left ovary first and then the right one.
O… The sound of letter O is the sound of the initiation into the
original principle of divine justice. Mentally you will be able to give
expression to the absolute legality of harmony in all four basic
qualities of the elements.You will have a high power of judgement
and
the ability to comprehend spiritually any legality, any interference
by
Divine Providence for the sake of justice.You will never be able to
condemn anyone unjustly.This will bring about the abilities to
create
any change in the emotional situations that you find yourself in and
to
have absolute success and happiness on all levels.
This virtue gives the power to evoke, by the use of the ancient
language, any situation in the emotional world, without any negative
karma. On the physical level, this virtue brings absolute success
and
happiness in every respect.The child of God who masters this virtue
learns to understand, and to eventually control completely, the
working
and functioning of the electromagnetic fluid in the human body and
the
material world, in their relation to the higher spheres.Endowed with
this ability, they become perfect master of astrophysics and
metaphysics.
This virtue has an ultramarine blue color, the musical note of C, and
is the earth element so it has the sensation of weight. It formed the
throat and windpipe.

MIRACLES
Note: On living in divine harmony with nature,
we recommend the books about Anastasia,
an enlightened teacher in Russia,
found on www.ringingcedars.com

Footnotes
The names and meaning of angel groups come from Quaballah,
which is a very ancient set of teachings which together form a common
precursor, or root,
of three of the world's religions:
Judaism, Islam, and Christianity.
Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high being of the heavenly host
in the zone girdling the earth,
and the angels who work with him or her.
The being and the angels share the same name.
This name is a key to their powers and influence.
Names, phrases, and sections, in the angel messages
are quoted or paraphrased from the books of Franz Bardon.
Information of the heavenly hosts of the zone girdling the earth
is referenced from THE PRACTICE OF MAGICAL EVOCATION, ISBN 3-921338-026,
and Information of the divine virtues and the letters
are referenced from THE KEY TO THE TRUE QUABALLAH, ISBN 3-921338-12-4].
Publisher is Dieter Rüggeberg, Wuppertal/W. Germany.
These books have very important information for these studies.
The book " Initiation into Hermetics" ISBN 3-921338-01-8, is a preparatory
book for the others.
Franz Bardon's last autobiographical book, "Frabato the Magician",
gives historical background
and was compiled by his German publisher from notes written by Franz
Bardon.

***********
Feel free to share these messages.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation,
and is the supreme Law over all laws in all dimensions.
THE LAW OF ONE

We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.
Therefore, in the name of who I AM, and I am one with all there is;
I ask that ONLY THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED .
I give thanks that this is done.
SO BE IT!

To unsubscribe from the angel messages,
please go to yahoo.com, click on groups, type in spiritusangelmessages in search engine, and click.
You can then manage your subscription, choosing unsubscribe, or no emails but still having access
on the web.

You can later choose to go back to receiving emails at any time.
If you are in another group, go to that group and do the same.
If you are receiving these from private lists, click on reply and say you no longer wish to receive
the angel messages.
If you are receiving them from a friend, let that friend know that you no longer wish to receive the
angel messages.
This prevents them being seen as spam.
Love brings miracles of happiness.

